BLOOD LIFE
Blood Life was developed by Redden Whitaker Adams of Boston, Georgia around 1905.
Redden apprenticed pharmacy in Madison, Florida and with Bruce Pharmacy in Tifton, Georgia
from 1902 to 1903. He became a registered pharmacist in Florida on June 17, 1903 and licensed
druggist (permanent license # 958) in Georgia on July 12, 1903, all of this by the age of 17.
Along with his father, James C. Adams and his brother, Denzil Roy Adams, they purchased the
City Drug Store from Dr. Vann in 1905 doing business as James C. Adams and Son’s Drug
Company. The City Drug Store had been in business in Boston, Georgia since 1882 under
various owners. Redden ran the business until the early 1950s when he retired.
According to later advertising, Blood Life was guaranteed under the
Pure Food and Drug Act of, June 30, 1906 - No. 7692. It was labeled as
“the great and general tonic and blood purifier”. Labels and advertising
show it was manufactured by the Adams Drug Company and the Blood
Life Company of Boston, Georgia, both one in the same.
Blood Life claimed to be a remedy for scrofula, (swellings of the lymph
glands in the neck), rheumatism, syphilitic sores, old sores, boils and
pimples, skin eruptions, erysipelas (skin condition with a fever),
cancerous humor (humor being a normal fluid of the body), salt rheum
and other general diseases resulting from impure blood.
Redden Adam’s “Private Formulae” book was recently discovered and
contained the recipe for Blood Life along with many other concoctions
of the day. It was dated 1902.
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Redden Whitaker Adams was a member of the Georgia Pharmaceutical Association and during
World War I, volunteered his services to the American Red Cross. Compensated only for his
expenses, he was commissioned as a Lieutenant and assigned to the U.S. Expeditionary Force.
While stationed in Greece, he was awarded the Decoration of the Silver Cross of our Order of St.
Sauveur from Alexander, King of the Hellenes (King of Greece) and conferred the Medal of
Military Valor, Fourth Class “for the principal part he took in the distribution of aid to the
inhabitants of Serres, acting personally and exposing himself by doing so, to the danger of being
attacked by the epidemic raging in the town, exceeding in activity and self denial, working
methodically and in a suitable way, overcoming the great difficulties of communication,
inadequacy of personnel, and means of transport and succeeding in relieving at the critical
moment, the bareness and poverty of the needy population of the town”. His comrades around
him were dying of typhus and ironically he never got sick until 16 years later when he came
down with typhoid fever. His entire day-by-day diary from 1918 to 1919, medals and
certificates were also recently found which documented this extraordinary event.
Redden Whitaker Adams was born October 23, 1885 and died January 18, 1974 at the age of 88.

Blood Life bottle label.

This is a portion of a scanned image of the Blood Life bottle wrapper. The Blood Life bottle
would fit into a cardboard sleeve and this wrapped around that sleeve.

This is a portion of a scanned image of the Blood Life circular.

